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Summary

These are the Proceedings of the W099 International Conference on "Global Unity for Safety and Health in Construction" held on 28-30 June 2006 in Beijing, China PR. The conference provided an exchange of experience in new developments and in practical applications to improve safety and health on construction sites. In addressing universal challenges in construction safety & health, the papers presented at the conference have been organized within the following categories:
- Law, strategy and planning
- Standards and guidelines
- Culture and its influence
- Education, training and continuous learning
- Risk analysis and decision-making
- Investments and benefits
- Measurement and quantitative analysis
- Application of IT and automation
- Roles of stakeholders
• Issues in developing countries
• Behavior based safety and productivity
• Environment impact assessment and noise control
• Workers’ working conditions and quality of life
• Future development trends

These proceedings contain 107 abstracts from 26 countries. After abstract review and full paper review, 75 papers from 21 countries were approved by the Scientific and Technical Committee for inclusion in the conference proceedings.

**Format**
A4, illustrated, 683 pages.

**Prices**
- CIB members: RMB 228
- Non members: RMB 400

**Order from**
These proceedings are available as a report. To order the publication or find out about prices, you can download the order form [here](#).
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